Recent advances in the development of transdermal delivery systems for treatment of infertility
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Abstract: In vitro fertilization (IVF) has been utilized since the late 1970s. Since the time of the first successful pregnancy, use of IVF medication has changed over the years in regards to potency, timing, and types of medications given. Most commonly, these medications are given using a hypodermic needle, which causes some discomfort to the patient. Transdermal medications have several benefits, and this route could someday be utilized more frequently in IVF cycles. In this review, the current uses of transdermal medications in IVF are discussed, as well as future potential therapies.
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Introduction

Infertility is a disease that affects 15% of all couples. While various treatments have been offered for hundreds and even thousands of years, the field of reproductive endocrinology and infertility has expanded rapidly in the last four decades with the advent of in vitro fertilization (IVF), intracytoplasmic sperm injection, ovulation induction agents, and the discovery and pharmaceutical production of gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) analogs and exogenous gonadotropins. Since the initial isolation of sex steroids and the first live IVF birth, physicians and scientists have been experimenting with GnRH analogs, gonadotropins, and sex steroids to make them more efficient and improve fertility outcomes. Initially, different chemical formulations and doses were pursued for maximum potency and efficiency. This was followed by exploration of different routes for administration of fertility drugs to include intramuscular, subcutaneous, oral, nasal, vaginal, and transdermal. As infertility treatments have evolved, different combinations of medications and protocols have been utilized for induction of ovulation, controlled ovarian stimulation, and luteal phase support. This has included the use of transdermal medications. As infertility treatment utilization and success rates have increased, there is an increasing demand for safer, less invasive, and more cost-effective treatments.

Transdermal drugs represent an attractive alternative to oral medications and are especially appealing when compared with hypodermic injection. Human civilizations have been applying medicinal agents to the skin for thousands of years. However, it was not until very recently that the skin became a targeted drug route. There are several advantages to transdermal therapy. Foremost, it is useful when there is a significant first-pass effect of the liver that prematurely metabolizes the drug. The transdermal route also has advantages over the hypodermic needle, which can be painful and generate
dangerous medical waste. Other advantages include its noninvasive nature and ease of self-administration. During controlled ovarian hyperstimulation, gonadotropins are given for about 2 weeks. Transdermal drugs could be used for this therapy as they provide release of drugs for long periods of time, and in the case of transdermal contraceptive use, they increase compliance.

While transdermal drug administration has advantages that make it an attractive route, there are several limitations that have restricted the number of drugs that can be used via this delivery system. Drug size must be a few hundred Daltons or less, lipophilic, and require doses in milligrams per day or less. These restraints have posed challenges over the years; however, several techniques have been employed to circumvent these obstacles. These techniques can be broken down into different generations of transdermal medications.

First-generation patches are considered the classic patches that were made initially. Estradiol was the first hormone to be converted to a transdermal medication. First-generation medications must have a low molecular weight, be lipophilic, and be efficacious at low doses. In almost all patch designs, a drug reservoir is encased by an impermeable backing and an adhesive that is in contact with the skin. Second-generation transdermal delivery recognizes the challenge of larger molecules penetrating the skin and attempts to circumvent this by reversibly disrupting the stratum corneum, provide an added driving force and avoiding injury to deeper tissues. This is particularly difficult given that disruption of the stratum corneum often causes some skin irritation. Third-generation transdermal therapy focuses more intensely on the stratum corneum. This generation of transdermal drugs has expanded to the use of microneedles and microdermabrasion to allow macromolecules to cross the skin barrier. Currently, transdermal drugs used for IVF consist of estrogen and testosterone.

However, the advancing technology is particularly exciting as it may provide opportunities for traditional therapies to be administered via new routes and may alter the way in which certain infertility states are treated.

Despite these potential benefits, transdermal medication for infertility currently has a limited role in clinical medicine. This is the direct result of very few hormones with ability to cross the stratum corneum. Testosterone and estrogen are the only medications approved by the US Food and Drug Administration that have the ability to be given via the transdermal route. Gonadotropins like follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) and luteinizing hormone have a high molecular weight and would need a second-generation or third-generation drug delivery system.

Literature search

A database search was performed in PubMed on September 10, 2014 using the key words “transdermal medications”, “infertility”, and “in vitro fertilization”. The search included articles from 2000 to 2014 and was performed using MEDLINE. Any article discussing transdermal medications used in IVF was included. This search yielded 24 full text papers, which were evaluated. The search terms utilized were (transdermal[tiab] OR cutaneous[tiab] OR administration, cutaneous[mh] OR dermal[tiab] OR transcutaneous[tiab]) OR (skin[tiab] AND (administration[tiab] OR administer[tiab])) AND (fertility agents[mh] OR fertility agents [pharmacological action] OR buserelin[mh] OR cetrorelix[sc] OR clomiphene[mh] OR enclomiphene[mh] OR gonadotropins, pituitary[mh] OR leuprolide[mh] OR menotropins[mh] OR nafarelin[mh] OR onapristone[sc] OR zuclomiphene[mh] OR androgens[mh] OR androgens[pharmacological action] OR testosterone[mh] OR testosterone[tiab] OR estradiol[mh] OR estradiol[tiab] OR estrogens[pharmacological action] OR estrogens[mh]) AND (infertil*[tiab] OR fertil*[tiab] OR IVF[tiab] OR in-vitro fertiliz* OR Fertilization in vitro[mh] OR menopause, premature[mh] OR primary ovarian insufficiency[mh] OR reproductive techniques, assisted[mh] OR infertility[mh] OR sterility[tiab]). Articles were reviewed by one author (MC) and selected articles reviewed by a second author (MJH). Additional articles of interest were identified from references cited in these papers. All articles evaluating transdermal fertility medications were included and no additional exclusion criteria were applied. The current review summarizes the transdermal medications currently used in IVF.

Transdermal estrogen for preparation of the endometrium

Implantation is dependent upon endometrial receptivity and developmental synchrony with the developing embryo, and these events are mediated by the action of estrogen and progesterone. The action of estrogen in the follicular phase is mitogenic to endometrial cells, causing rapid stromal and glandular cell growth. With rising progesterone after ovulation, estrogen activity in the luteal endometrium is inhibited and there is a decline in mitotic activity and DNA synthesis. The spiral vessels become more tortuous and the stroma becomes edematous, with upregulation of key implantation factors. In naturally conceiving cycles, these
events are exquisitely timed such that release of progesterone is timed to coincide with ovulation, so that endometrial changes are precisely coordinated with growth of the embryo. The embryo leaves the fallopian tube as a blastocyst and enters the endometrial cavity, while the endometrium enters a brief window of embryo receptivity. However, in patients who undergo fertility therapy, iatrogenic asynchrony between the embryo and endometrium often develops. This is especially true for patients who utilize donor oocytes or undergo transfer of frozen embryos, where GnRH analogs are used to prevent ovulation. This results in a lack of production of estrogen in the ovaries. In these circumstances, a natural cycle may be used. However, this requires intensive monitoring with transvaginal ultrasound to ensure follicular development and ovulation. Once development is noted, testing for urinary luteinizing hormone and further ultrasound are needed to confirm the timing of ovulation. Ovulation predictor kits can be difficult for patients to handle and cancellation rates may be high. Furthermore, development of the endometrium in the follicular phase is affected by age, and may be a contributing factor to lower pregnancy rates in older women. Given the difficulties in timing frozen embryos or donor embryos in a natural cycle, an alternative to this intensive regimen may be sequential exogenous estrogen and progesterone to induce endometrial receptivity. Less frequent ultrasound examinations are required and the length of the follicular phase can be varied without negatively affecting pregnancy rates.

Estrogen may be given orally, transdermally, or vaginally. Orally administered estradiol valerate must pass through the intestine, where some of the drug is converted to estrone. Thereafter, the estradiol is further metabolized to estrone and estriol in the liver. Approximately 30% of the estradiol is metabolized into forms that are inactive at the target organ system. Transdermal estrogen avoids the intestinal milieu and is not metabolized by the liver. Other benefits of the transdermal route include the avoidance of increasing lipoproteins, clotting factors, and the renin substrate. Vaginal administration of estrogen also avoids metabolic effects, but can cause local irritation and discomfort. These side effects may decrease compliance. Furthermore, it has been shown that vaginal estrogen may inhibit the absorption of vaginal progesterone, which is needed for development of the endometrium.

Transdermal estrogen is typically given as 0.2–0.4 mg daily. This regimen is designed to achieve serum estrogen levels approximating those in the late follicular phase. The duration of estrogen therapy can vary from as little as 7 days to more than 30 days, and can involve sequential increases to up to four patches being applied per day. The lining of the endometrium is monitored with transvaginal ultrasound and the goal is to achieve a lining that is greater than 6–7 mm in thickness. A randomized controlled trial comparing oral versus transdermal estrogen for frozen embryo transfers found no difference in pregnancy outcomes between the two administration routes. Several other studies have reported good pregnancy outcomes with transdermal estrogen administration for frozen-thawed embryo and donor embryo transfers. Transdermal estrogen for preparation of the endometrial lining in frozen-thawed embryo and donor embryo transfer cycles appears to be effective and has outcomes similar to those when using other routes of estrogen administration.

Transdermal estrogen for luteal phase support

During the early years of IVF, there was a report indicating that estradiol levels dramatically decreased at the end of the luteal phase. This prompted questions as to whether or not estrogen replacement was needed during the luteal phase for successful outcomes. Several trials have attempted to establish the benefit of addition of estradiol (oral or transdermal) to progesterone for luteal support after fresh autologous IVF cycles. Three meta-analyses have been performed, and concluded that adding estrogen for luteal support is of no benefit. This is consistent with the results of a recent Cochrane review showing no benefit of luteal estrogen.

However, the studies summarized in these meta-analysis utilized human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) triggers to induce final oocyte maturation. The long half-life of hCG compared with that of luteinizing hormone results in continued stimulation of the corpus luteum after oocyte retrieval, leading to sustained release of endogenous estrogen and progesterone. Recently, GnRH agonists have been used to trigger release of endogenous luteinizing hormone, resulting in oocyte maturation followed by rapid involution of the corpus luteum and a decreased risk of ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome. However, this results in a dysfunctional luteal hormonal milieu with low levels of estrogen and progesterone. Clinicians have implemented intensive luteal phase support protocols after GnRH agonist triggering to replace the deficient corpus luteum hormone production. This can only be accomplished by using a combination of intramuscular progesterone and either oral or transdermal estrogen. Engmann et al utilized 0.1 mg transdermal estradiol patches in a randomized controlled trial comparing hCG with GnRH...
agonist triggers. The patients applied three estradiol patches every other day to support the luteal phase in the GnRH agonist arm. With this intensive luteal phase support, GnRH agonist triggers achieved a similar ongoing pregnancy rate of 53% compared with 48% in the hCG trigger arm. Thus, transdermal estrogen appears to be an effective component of the intensive luteal support protocol following GnRH agonist triggering.

**Follicular synchronization using transdermal estrogen**

Some patients undergoing IVF are “poor responders”. While various definitions have been used, these patients tend to have fewer mature follicles and lower peak estradiol values, and have higher rates of canceled cycles secondary to minimal response. While age and ovarian reserve play a role in poor response, it is not always clear why patients respond poorly to gonadotropin stimulation. These patients often display asynchronous follicular development, which may partly explain their poor response to stimulation. This particular subset of patient represent a difficult challenge for clinicians. Despite strategies to optimize responses, these patients suffer from high IVF cancellation rates. Protocols derived to optimize outcome in this subset of patients focuses on maximizing the number of responsive follicles.

Patients with diminished ovarian reserve have lower levels of inhibin B due to fewer ovarian follicles. This leads to higher and earlier release of FSH from the pituitary, resulting in early recruitment of some follicles. This can negative impact IVF cycles in these patients, due to asynchronous recruitment of the available follicular pool. In order to optimize follicular recruitment, a luteal phase GnRH antagonist can be given as well as estradiol (typically 0.3 mg patches) in order to downregulate FSH. Neither GnRH nor estradiol has been shown to be superior. In terms of cost, transdermal estradiol is less expensive and may be preferred for this reason. This approach improves follicular synchrony for follicular phase stimulation and decreases the heterogeneity of follicular size. In one report, patients undergoing this regimen with the estradiol patch had fewer cancellations, more oocytes retrieved, and more embryos transferred when compared with their prior cycles. Furthermore, a meta-analysis looking at GnRH antagonist cycles with and without estradiol pretreatment found that there were fewer cancellations and a higher chance of clinical pregnancy with luteal estradiol pretreatment. Estradiol patch luteal priming may be a method to improve IVF cycle outcomes in poor responders, but there is a need for more randomized controlled trials to address this question.

**Transdermal progesterone**

While estrogen replacement is important in several specific scenarios for infertility, exogenous progesterone support in the luteal phase plays a much larger role. This includes fresh IVF, frozen-thawed embryo transfers, donor oocyte transfers, and induction of ovulation with gonadotropins. Due to its ubiquitous use in infertility treatment, progesterone would be an ideal option for transdermal delivery. However, when progesterone is administered transdermally, it is rapidly metabolized by 5α-reductase to 5α-dihydroprogesterone, which lowers plasma progesterone levels. This rapid metabolism makes transdermal progesterone less than ideal. Thus, transdermal progesterone patches are not commercially available for use in IVF. However, transdermal progestins are available in patch formulations for contraception and hormone replacement. For example, transdermal norelgestromin is metabolized to levonorgestrel for contraceptive effect. While progesterone creams are available, they are not regulated by the US Food and Drug Administration and have considerable variation in the amount and concentration of progesterone delivered. In current forms, progesterone is not able to be given transdermally for IVF. Currently, progesterone is administered via the intramuscular or vaginal route for fertility treatment.

**Transdermal testosterone for poor responders**

The two-cell two-gonadotropin theory posits that androgens play a crucial role in the synthesis of steroids. The aromatase activity in granulosa cells converts androgens to estrogens. Furthermore, androgens have been shown to exert a paracrine effect on ovarian physiology and upregulate FSH receptor expression during follicular growth. Further evidence pointing to the importance of androgens during IVF is the positive correlation between serum testosterone and number of oocytes retrieved, as well as the higher pregnancy rates seen in patients with basal testosterone levels above 20 ng/dL. Poor responders tend to be slightly older in age, and Barbieri et al showed that serum testosterone decreases significantly with age in women undergoing IVF. Dehydroepiandrosterone is responsible for almost half of the testosterone in follicular fluid during controlled ovarian hyperstimulation. This knowledge had prompted the question of testosterone priming for poor responders. Several small non-randomized
controlled trials of oral dehydroepiandrosterone showed an increase in mature oocytes and pregnancy rates.\textsuperscript{44–46} Better quality evidence exists for the use of transdermal testosterone. A recent meta-analysis consisting of a total of 221 patients who were involved in three randomized controlled trials showed higher clinical pregnancy rates, a higher live birth rate, and lower amounts of FSH utilized in the testosterone group. However, there was no difference in number of oocytes used and cancellation rates did not differ. The regimens used were a transdermal testosterone gel and a 2.5 mg testosterone patch.\textsuperscript{47} While the numbers are relatively small, there is some promise in using this regimen.

### Future challenges

The current body of literature on transdermal medication is relatively small. However, there is evidence that certain protocols utilizing transdermal medications are useful. This is especially true for donor oocyte and frozen embryo transfer protocols. While evidence exists for poor responders, larger studies are needed to confirm the effect of testosterone in poor responders. Transdermal medication use for IVF is relatively small as only two hormones are available for transdermal use at present. As mentioned earlier, these are first-generation patches. Other hormones (FSH, luteinizing hormone, GnRH, hCG, and progesterone) currently used are not able to utilize a first-generation transdermal patch. With advances in transdermal medication, this may change in the coming years. Recently, the first pregnancy using a microporation laser and transdermal FSH patch was described.\textsuperscript{48} This technology has the potential to revolutionize IVF therapy. However, further studies are needed to determine if this is a viable therapy for patients. In addition, companies are actively looking to develop transdermal GnRH patches.\textsuperscript{49} The current patent for transdermal GnRH would utilize an iontophoresis system. This would have the potential to dramatically change the treatment for certain conditions. Patients with no endogenous GnRH could avoid injectable medications for controlled ovarian stimulation and potentially utilize this therapy for development of secondary sexual characteristics when entering puberty. While there are numerous technical challenges in developing transdermal applications for new fertility medications, there is a large opportunity for this route of administration.
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